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Donor-acceptor complexes of some N-substituted anilines with some aromatic di- and tri-nitro compounds have
been prepared and investigated by IR spectroscopy. With nonacidic acceptors, It-,,* bonding takes place with amines
of low basicity while strong basic amines form complexes by It-lt* and n-lt* interactions. With acidic acceptors,
strong basic donors interact through It-,,* cr and also through proton transfer from the acidic centre of the acceptor
to the basic centre on the donor molecule. Weak basic compounds form D .... A complexes of the It-,,* type
only, Generally, the formation of proton transfer complexes occurs with amines of higher basicity.

THOUGH many reports'r " have appeared about
donor-acceptor complexes (D .... A) of N-
substituted anilines with aromatic nitro com-

pounds utilising UV spectroscopy, these studies are
confined to the determination of their stability con-
stant K, - L,H and - L,S.

In this paper, the results of IR spectroscopic investi-
gations on some (D .... A) complexes ofN-substituted
anilines with di- and tri-nitro aromatic compounds
in the solid state are reported.

Materials and Methods
The chemicals used in the present investigation

were of AR (BDH) grade.
The following N-substituted anilines were used as

donors: N-CHa (a), N-C2HS (b), N-(CHa)2 (c), N-tP
(d), N-CHa, o-COOH (e), N-COCHa (f), N-(CHa)2
-p-CHO (g) and N-(CHa)2 -p-N-(CHa)2 (h). The
acceptor molecules used were: picryl chloride (1),
trinitrotoluene (2), picric acid (3), 3,5-dinitrosalicylic
acid (4), 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid (5) and 2,4-dini-
trophenol (6).

The solid complexes were prepared by mixing
hot saturated solutions of the donor and the acceptor
(0.01 mol each) in absolute ethanol.

The complexes separated out readily with accep-
tors 1,3,4 and 5 while with 2 and 6 the complexes were
obtained on standing. The solids obtained were
purified by either boiling with ethanol or crystalli-
sation.

The IR spectra were recorded in KBr matrix on a
Unicam SP 1000 instrument. Some spectra were
checked on a Unicam SP 2000 or Beckman IR-4
instrument.

Results and Discussion
The acceptors under investigation are either non-

acidic compounds (1 and 2) or acidic ones (3-6).
The former type can only form D .... A complexes
involving electron transfer while the acidic comp-
ounds are capable of forming both the electron
transfer complexes and those comprising proton
donation to the amino compounds. The complexes
of each class are discussed separately.

Donor-acceptor complexes of (1) and (2)-Complexes
of these acceptors display the general spectral shifts
of Tt-!t* complexes+", The l)CH bands of the
acceptor are shifted to lower wavenumbers whereas
those of the donors displays an opposite shift (see
Table 1). The \/NH band of the donors with one
substituent on the N-atom displays a general shift
to higher value indicating a decrease in the charge
density on the aromatic ring of the donor molecule.

The N02 bands of the acceptor molecules display
a peculiar behaviour. The \/asN02 is shifted to
higher wave numbers in most compounds, resulting
from the increased polarisation of the N02 groups.
The higher va.N02 splits into two bands denoting
differentiation of the energy states of the N02 groups
in the D .... A complex. The two new bands are
observed at lower values for donors d,e and f; for
the other donors, one band lies at lower wavenumber
in comparison to the original band of the acceptor
while the other band lies at higher wavenumber.
The shift of va-N02 to lower values is in accordance
with the increased charge density on the ring of the
acceptor molecule. The shift in vasN02 to higher wave
numbers in the case of complexes with donors a,b,c,g
and h can be explained by inv king the occurrence
of an n-ti" interaction between an electron on the N-
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TABLE1 - CHARACTERlSlICIR BANDSOF D .... A CoMPLIlXESOF COMPOUNDS1, 2 AND 6 WITHACCEPTORS(a-h)

Donor Colour m.p. "NH "OH "NO. 3CH
°C

Asym. Sym.

D .... A CoMPLEXESOF PICRYLCHLORIDE(1)

Free acceptor 1553, 1540 1348 788
a Magenta red 56 3350 1558, 1550, 1538 1345 782
b Magenta red 41 3360 1558, 1550, 1535 1345 785
c Brown 68 1557, 1550, 1538 1352 786
d Magenta red 59 3430 1552, 1545, 1535 1345 782
e Yellow 65 3300 1550, 1540, 1535 1348
f Orange yellow 169 3350 1545, 1540, 1520 1342
g Magenta red Oil 1558, 1540, 1530 1350 790
h Dark brown 58 1565, 1550, 1538 1350 785

D .... A CoMPLEXESOF TRINITROTOLUENE(2)

Free acceptor 1553, 1540 1348 778

a Pale violet 74 3330 1550, 1530 1360 800
b Pale violet 75 3350 1552, 1540, 1530 1355 793
c Pale grey 75 1553, 1545, 1530 1352 792
d Buff 78 3330 1545, 1535, 1525 1355 795
e White 79 3340 1548, 1530, 1525 1350 791
f Orange yellow 68 3350 1545, 1535, 1528 1352 793
g Red 61 1550, 1545, 1525 1340 791
h Dark blue 83 1555, 1535, 1525 1347 790

D .... A CoMPLEXESOF 2,4-DINITROPHENOL(6)

Free acceptor 3280 1540, 1520 1350 928, 825

a Pale brown 113 3320 3270 1550, 1515 1352, 1335 918, 810
b Pale yellow 111 3380 3270 1545, 1517 1350, 1335 920, 812
c Pale olive-green 110 3260 1535, 1518 1348, 1335 920, 820
d Pale brown 107 3330 3270 1538, 1518 1348, 1333 918, 812
e Pale yellow 97-106 3340 3260 1538, 1520 1347, 1336 910, 818
f Orange 108 3370 3230 1535, 1515 1350, 1335 917, 820
g Red 88 3270 1545, 1515 1348, 1332 920, 815
h Green 108 1530 1340 920, 817

lone pair with a vacant n;-level on the nitro group
facing it. The vSN02 of the acceptor is broadened and
generally shifts to lower wavenumbers in D .... A
complexes but in a few cases, especially where n-~*
bonding takes place, these bands are shifted though
slightly to higher wavenumbers. In a few cases
these bands undergo splitting into two bands at
lower and higher frequencies relative to those of the
free acceptors.

The donor molecules d and e are not capable of
undergoing n-it" transition due to the low charge
density on the N-atom of d and e resulting from the
substitution at the N-atom by the acceptor groups.
In the case of donor J, the intramolecular hydrogen
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bonding with the o-COOH group blocks the N-Ione
pair hence the n-n;* transition is not possible. The
donor-acceptor complexes of d, e and f can be re-
presented by structure (I).

Donor-acceptor complexes of acceptors (3-5)- The
acceptors (3-5)contain an acidic centre hence can form
donor-acceptor complexes involving a proton trans-
fer from the acceptor to the basic centre on the donor.
The blocking of the lone pair on the nitrogen atom
of the donor by the proton from the acceptor pre-
vents n-ti" transition. Accordingly, in complexes
of the proton transfer type, the charge transfer (CT)
interaction would be of the n;-n;* type only.

A comparison of the spectra of the CT complexes
and of their components reveals that complexes
involving proton transfer are formed by acceptors
a,b,c,h and g with 3 or 4 only, i.e. with more basic
donors. The spectral changes (Table 2) in this case
can be summarised as follows :

(i) The ~OH of the phenolic group in 3 or 4
and the "OH band of the COOH group in 5 dis-
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Donor Colour

TABLE2 - CHARACTERISTICIR BANDSOFD .... A CoMPLEXESOFCoMPOUNDS3,4 AND 5 WITHACCEPTORS(a-h)

Free acceptor
a Yellow
b Yellow
c Yellow
d Blue
e Golden yellow
f Yellow
g Yellow
h Orange yellow

m.p, vNH vOH vN02 3CH
°C

Asym, Sym,

D .... A COMPLEXESOF PICRIC ACID (3)

3110 1555, 1540, 1530 1350 784
119 2900, 2470 1563, 1550 1333 783
136 2820, 2500 1563, 1553 1335 785
165 2730, 2490 1563, 1550 1330 788
85 3380 3100 1550, 1535, 1525 1340 780
90 3300 3090 1549, 1535, 1527 1340 782

105 3240 3080 1554, 1534, 1527 1338 775sh
98 2700,2490 1550, 1535 1335 masked

187 2720,2510 1550, 1540 1332 masked

D .... A CoMPLEXESOF 3,5-DINITROSALICYLICACID (4)

Free acceptor 3570, 3460 1540, 1530 1349 925, 825
3100

a Yellow 201 2760, 2460 3430 1538 1353, 1330 -,815
b Yellow 140 2750, 2470 3430 1525 1335 920, 812
c Yellow 159 2730, 2460 3420 1535 1343 920, 815
d Green 56 3390 3410, 3090 1535, 1525 1342 917, 810
e Yellow 126 3370 3420, 3080 1535, 1525 1345 -,812
f Yellow 156 3360 3440, 3090 1537, 1520 1340 920, 812
g Red 150 3420 1535 1338 920, 810
h Orange brown 151 3420 1538 1340 921, 814

D .... A COMPLEXESOF 3,5-DINITROBENZOICACID (5)

Free acceptor 3190 1555, 1540 1350 923, 808, 727
a Buff 118 2740, 2330 1545, 1532 1346 920, 797, 715
b Buff 101 2680, 2310 1550, 1535 1345 -,794,716
c Pale grey 112 2660, 2460 1542, 1532 1346 919, 793, 710
d White 208 3220 3400 1553, 1548 1355, 1348 -, 805,715
e White 140-198 3350 3400 1555, 1550 1358, 1348 915, 803, 700
f Yellow 120 3210 3450 1553, 1548 1355, 1345 917, 808, 710
g Orange red 145 3420 1540, 1530 1338 922, 815, -
h Magenta red 135 2730, 2420 1535 1340 920, 805, 710

appear in the spectra of the complexes. The two
vOR bands of the carboxylic OR-group appear as a
single band at a frequency lower than the R-bonded
OR group of the acceptor in the free state. The
shift denotes a stronger intramolecular hydrogen
bonding in the CT complex. This results from both
the intermolecular CT and the bonding of the OR
group with the phenate ion which is a stronger proton
acceptor than the phenolic OR group.

(ii) The vNR ,....3350 crrr-' in the spectra of donors
a and b are no more observed in the spectra of the
corresponding D .... A complexes. The spectra of
all CT complexes of the proton transfer type
display a group of broad medium intensity bands in
the region 3000-2400 cm". These bands are reminis-
cent of the aniline salts? and can be assigned
to vNR in a structure comprising a quaternary
positively charged nitrogen atom.

(iii) The number of bands due to VasN02 of the
acceptor decreases on complex formation. This
results from the destruction of the intramolecular

hydrogen bonding in 3 and 4 and due to intermole-
cular hydrogen bonding in 5, a case of proton transfer
from the acceptor to the donor. The N02 bands
are generally shifted to lower wavenumbers indicat-
ing increased polarisation of the N02 groups in the
donor-acceptor complex. This results from the
negative charge on the phenate or carboxylate ion
as well as from the intermolecular CT interaction.

(iv) The ~CR bands of the donors are shifted
to higher wavenumbers while those of the acceptor
are shifted to lower values. This indicates a decrease
of charge density on the donor molecule and an in-
crease on the acceptor one, as a result of the inter-
molecular 7t-7t* charge transfer.

(v) The C=O band of the free acceptor 5 dis-
appears in the spectra of the CT complexes, being
replaced by a medium intensity doublet at 1410-1430
and 1490-1520 crrr+; the latter bands are character-
istic of the carboxylate ion. The two C=O bands
of acceptor 4 appear as a single band in the spectra
of the D .... A complexes with a value intermediate
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to those of the free dinitrosalicylic acid. The appear-
ance of the vC=O,... 1700 cnr" indicates that the
COOH group retains its identity in the CT complex
of the proton transfer type. This supports the ex-
planation given above that the phenolic OH group
of acceptor 4 is the acidic centre participating in the
proton transfer interaction.

The spectra of the D .... A complexes of d, e or
/ and g with 5 are actually a superposition of the
spectra of their components with apparent shifts
in the position of several bands.

(i) The N02 bands are shifted to lower wave-
numbers. For 3 and 4 the magnitude of shift of the
lower vaaN02 is generally higher as compared
to other bands. The shift of this band, corresponding
to the hydrogen bonded N02 group, reveals strengthe-
ning of the intramolecular H-bond in the CT
complex. This assumption is supported by the shift
of vOH band to lower values. The number of the
N02 bands remains the same as in the free acceptor.
However, vaeN02 tends to be splitted in the spectra
of the D .... A complexes.

(ii) The aCH of the donors and acceptors display
a behaviour similar to that of the proton transfer
ccmplexes, indicating the intermolecular ~-~*
interaction between the two molecules forming the
complex.

(iii) The two C= 0 bands in the spectrum of the
free acceptor 4 appear as single band at wavenumber
lower than the value for the H-bonded COOH
group but higher than that of the COOH group not
involved in hydrogen bonding. This behaviour has
earlier been explained by the disappearance of the
rotational isomerism existing in the case of the non-
complexed dinitrosalicylic acids. For acceptor 5,
the C=O band still exists in the spectra of CT com-
plexes comprising the ~-~* interaction only. The
band is slightly shifted to lower wavenumbers. This
shift would be the resultant of the shift to higher
values on destruction of the intermolecular hydrogen
bonding, occurring in the free acceptor, and the
shift to lower wavenumbers due to increased polari-
sation of the C=O bond in the D .... A complex.

(iv) The vNH bands of d, e and / are generally
shifted to higher wave numbers as a result of the
decreased charge density on the donor molecules.

(v) The vOH band of 5 appears at 3400 cm-1
in the spectra of the D .... A complexes of the ~-~*
type, thereby supporting the explanation given above
for the destruction of the intermolecular hydrogen
bonding. The low value of this band compared to
that of free OH groups", can be explained (i) by
the increased charge density on the acceptor molecule
which favours a shift of vOH to lower value and (ii)
the possible existence of intermolecular hydrogen
bonding between the carboxylic OH group and the
basic centre.

As in the case of D .... A complexes of picryl chlo-
ride (1) and trinitrotoluene (2), complexes formed
with donors d,e and j are not capable of participating
in the n-ti" transition due to the reasons already
outlined.

Donor-acceptor complexes 0/ acceptor (6) - The IR
spectra of the CT complexes of 6 with various donors
(Table 1) indicate that this acceptor can form the
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D .... A complexes involving proton transfer with
donor h only. This is due to the higher basic charac-
ter of this compound as compared to other donors.
The ~OH band of 6 at 3280 ern"? is no more observ-
ed in CT complex of h and the =N+-H bands in
the region 3000-2400 cm? appear in the spectrum
of the C T complex. The Vas and vSN02 appear
as single bands indicating that the energy states of
the two N02 groups become more or less equal after
the elimination of the intramolecular hydrogen
bonding in the acceptor molecule on CT complex
formation. The aCH bands display the shifts
characteristic of the ~-7t* CT interaction.

The CT complexes of donors a-g display the shift
of vOH to lower wavenumbers. This is also the
case with vasN02 corresponding to the H-bonded
N02 group. This reveals the strengthening of the
intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the D .... A
complexes. The vasN02 of the free N02 group
is shifted to lower values in the case of CT complexes
with d, e, land g. This behaviour is similar to that of
complexes involving only the ~-1t* CT inter-
action. For donors a,b and c the VasN02 is shifted
to higher wavenumbers compared to the free accep-
tor. This shift can be explained by the occurrence
of the n-n" interaction between the N02-group as
acceptor and the N-atom of the donor molecule'",
Thus D .... A complexes with 2,4-dinitrophenol can
be represented by structures (II-IV).

_ H,.•.

&~~_/~H312
~~-'" ~

N02 N(CH31
2

( hI ( a. b. c

( d. e . f J

It may be concluded from the results presented
that the type of D .... A complex formed between
Nssubstituted anilines and acceptors having an
acidic centre depends on both the basicity of the donor
molecule and the acidic character of the acceptor
acting as a proton donor. With the weak acidic
acceptor 6 (2,4-dinitrophenol) only the strong basic
tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine forms a complex
involving proton transfer. With the medium acidic
5 (3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid) a, b, c and h form the pro-
ton transfer CT complexes. The donor g, with the
strong acceptor CHO-group in p-position to the basic
centre, would have lower basic properties compared
to donors c or h; hence cannot form complex of the
proton transfer type with 5. Donors d, e and f
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also display weaker basic properties hence form
D .... A complexes of the 'I;-rc* interaction type.
With the more acidic acceptors 3 and 4, donor g
forms the proton transfer complexes. The other
-donors of apparently weak basicity can not form
-complexes involving proton transfer.
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